Did you hear
that Lt. surbiton is
doing the work of
two men…
Cor, strike a
light, what a
stroke of luck!

yeah, laurel
and hardy, upper
class twat, making
us do all the
work!

ERE sarge,
lucky we found this
previously unknown
wadi, let’s occupy it
for the entire
game…

the previously unknown and
unmapped wadi at el pharrt before
the cowardly british patrols had
occupied it! it provided perfect cover
for the british patrols and their
MMG teams.

2nd platoon, 3rd battalion the north essex regiment
2nd Lieutenant Jimmy Walker
After serving in the OTC during his public school days
Lt. Walker was quickly called up to serve King and
Empire. This will be his first independent command in
the field.
Sgt Hugh Marx
Rugged, debonair. Turned down a budding career as a
film matinee idol to serve. Lt Walker relies heavily on
his counsel and sage advice.
Corporal Mick Oddy
While he looks suspiciously like a Prussian officer,
Mick worked for Schneider in the U.K. pre war, joining
up when war became inevitable.

oi, someone
get a brew on…

Lance Corporal Steve Lampoon
A talented technical designer pre call up, Lampoon is
known for his sardonic wit that keeps the morale of his
squad up.
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1st platoon, 3rd battalion
the north essex regiment
rotten flaming
army, i am sick of
this place

Lieutenant Brian Surbiton
Grammar school boy, sensible, sporty and
dependable. Recently married.
Intelligent and loyal, but cautious.
Sergeant John Brown
Farm boy. Unimaginative but tough.
Resolute and loyal. follows orders that's his job.
Corporal Reg Jenkins
Pre-war soldier. Experienced,
but not one for volunteering

the New zealanders and
the north essex occupy
the wadi. morale was
not very high in the
reluctant colonials.

Corporal Jeremy Strap
Office clerk called up at the beginning of
the war. Good on admin and can follow a
plan. Endlessy annoyed at his nickname,
"Jock"
Corporal Peter Le Manoir
Bohemian artist. Vehemently anti-Fascist,
fought in the Spanish Civil War. Inspires
his section with his genuine convictions

NZ Vickers
MMG team

1st Platoon, A Company, 22nd NEW ZEALAND Battalion, also known as the
"Wellington Battalion".
2nd Lieutenant Barney Python
aged 26 from Wellington. Comes from a well known and prominent respected
family. His Father is a former Mayor of Wellington who served in WW1 at Gallipoli
where he won a Military Cross. Lt Python is a natural leader but also relies heavily
on his Sgt’s experience and counsel.
Sergeant Fulton Mckay
aged 37 orginally from Glasgow, was formerly a Sergeant in the Scots Guards with
15 years hard service in Ireland, Palestine and India before buying himself out of
his Army contract to emigrate and join the NZ Prison Service.
Corporal Colin Meade
aged 28 from Levin outside Wellington, was formerly an All Black International
Rugby player and a sheep farmer. Well over 6 foot 5 inches and weighing in at 220
pounds with a hardy hewn physique, he has the strength to carry a sheep under each
arm and run for miles without stopping. Being half Maori, he has an intense dislike
of racists.
Lance Corporal Alfred ‘Moby’ Dickie
aged 23 from Kapiti Island off Wellington’s coast, Taciturn, but also able to
inspire the men in his section with his courage.
Corporal Timothy ‘Hic’ Farthing
26 from Wellington, son of a carpenter. Cpl Farthing was formerly a Vicar who
prior to the wars outbreak led a somewhat hermit like lifestyle, travelling across
New Zealand preaching the virtues of socialism, godliness and the dangers of drink.

Africa Korps 5th Leichte Division - reserve platoon
Oberleutnant Otto Von Genschland
4th son of very minor Bavarian nobility. Adventurer, playboy and all round cavalier
roisterer, age 26.
1st Squad - Obergefreiter Johann Schmidt
Army regular, veteran of the Spanish Civil War, from a poor upbringing in Dusseldorf,
grizzled and gnarled, age 38
2nd Squad - Obergefreiter Karl Hagen
History teacher from a small town outside Hamburg, studious, careful precise, age 31.
3rd Squad - Obergefreiter Stefan Wasserlechner
Farm boy from East Germany, strong as an ox, indefatigable, will not question
any order, age 25.

Obergefreiter Johann Schmidt
and the german 1st Squad

Africa Korps 5th Leichte Division - 1st platoon
Leutnant Curt Jurgens
aged 25 from Dusseldorf. Comes from a middle class home, his father is a WWI
veteran. Curt joined the army straight from school.
Obergefreiter Jurgen Prochnow
aged 28 from the Black Forest, prochnow was a gamekeeper before the war,
he is broad and tall, a barrel of a man.
Obergefreiter Christoph Waltz
aged 30 from Munich he is a model citizen of the new Germany and a strapping
six-footer.
Obergefreiter Armin Mueller-Stahl
aged 24 from Frankfurt, was a waiter before the war.
mueller-stahl is a true bantam, short but full of fight.

on they pressed but
just a few hundred yards
from their objective
gunfire suddenly rang
out…

obergefreiter prochnow leads the
probe on the axis right flank.

Italian platoon, 10th Army, 63rd Infantry
Division, 157 Regiment.
Commanded by Tenente Stefano Villari
24 years old, from Lucca in Tuscany, studied
architecture at the University in Padua but
joined the army amidst the surge of Italian
nationalism that coincided with the
Italo-Ethopian war. Italian morale is high
after the initial successes in Egypt and
Stefano is popular with his men.
1st squad
Sergente Mario Griffo
known as ‘Fantastico Mario’ to his troops,
Mario trained as a plumber before the war,
32 years old, he is short but as strong as
an ox with a distinctive black moustache.
Caporale Pompeo Stromboli
32 years old, Stromboli was a puppeteer
and showman before the war, he is dark and
swarthy with gypsy heritage. Rather fun but
has a bit of a temper.
2nd squad
Sergente Francesco Bernoulli
30 years old, grew up in the shadow of the
famous Monza race track, was making a name
for himself as an amateur racing driver,
loved by the ladies, but Francesco’s
biggest fan is himself, cocky, boastful
and arrogant.
Caporale Vincenzo Santorini
34 years old, Santorini is a veteran of the
Abyssinian campaign where he served in the
artillery, he became adept at blowing
things up, unfortunately for Vincenzo he
frequently blew up the wrong things which
is why he is still a caporale. His parents ran
a flower shop in Naples.

the italian 1st squad deploy
in the centre rear,
and settle down for lunch.
this has unfortunate
consequences for sergente
‘fantastico’ mario griffo.

mmm, lunch,
Crostini misti con Sottoli,
Bruschetta calda all'Olio
d'Oliva e Aglio,
Finocchiona e Carciofini
and Mario’s favourite
Pappardelle al
sugo di Funghi.

the german 3rd platoon
under Obergefreiter
Mueller-Stahl deploy
in rocks in the centre and
almost immediately come
under fire from the
concealed NZ MMG
in the wadi.

i keep thinking
we will be
spotted sir!

blast it the british
must have known we
were coming…but how?

the german 1st and 2nd platoons
advance on the right flank
laying down a huge amount
of fire against the british
section on the hill…

smoke soon starts
to fall about them
called in from an
unseen forward
observer.

ha, we will cut
the enemy schweinen
to pieces!
those british scum!
that’s murder, plain
and simple!

the german platoons are soon shrouded
in smoke, obergefreiter waltz is
amongst the mounting casualties.

ACH,
Donner und
blitzen!

achtung!
take cover!

whilst suffering huge casualties the german
platoons still manage to break the british
platoon to their front and chase off the
concealed forward observer.

the british and the italians contented
themselves with a long range machine gun
duel. the italians lost heart when their
talismanic sergente fell ill. it required
the whole squad to carry him to the
company aid post. 4 men carried the well
built sergente whilst 2 more tended to
his immaculate and distinctive moustache!
how would the family plumbing business
fare without him!

i am getting
a bad feeling
about this…
burp!

mario wasn’t one to shirk a fight but
the odds were overwhelming…

is there any of
that bread left?

in the gathering gloom the italians decided to probe forward
determined to avenge their ailing sergente.
just as the italians were about to unleash their terrifying
battle cry ‘savoia’ word arrived that the german probe had
failed so the italians had to reluctantly fall back.
fortunately a late lunch was being served in the safety
of the rocks and hard cover.

flamin’
jerry lmg’s!
the cowardly british and new zealanders
spent the entire game in hiding and refused
to come out to play. thus leaving the brave
axis forces frustrated in their attempts
to take the wadi.

i know
mate, but keep
shooting, if they
overrun this
position the
platoon’s had
it!

axis intelligence has intercepted
several reports of the skirmish whilst
listening in to british radio traffic,
these of course are just propaganda
and have no bearing on the truth. they
are just designed to shore up the failing
allied morale. blatant lies have been
edited out and replaced with a clearer
version of the truth. remember history
is written by those who posses the
software and the ability to use it!
Intercepted from the British 2nd Platoon.
The British battle plan was straight forward and dictated by
the terrain. A wadi that provided excellent cover and a
means of switching men along the line was scouted out and
seized. Unfortunately it bowed out with an area of rough
ground at the apex that provided a possible approach route
(ideal for grenade totting jerries and eyeties...), but it was
an otherwise excellent defensive position.
Slightly to the north was a low ridge that might provide
an opportunity for an outflanking move and this was also
designated as a jumping off point. The importance of this
feature was clearly not lost on the Jerries as eventually
nearly two platoons were committed to taking it.
Lieutenant Jimmy Walker wisely deployed himself with
B section and a vickers in the wadi and despite the
emergence of a jerry sniper (fortunately a bit cross eyed..)
was able to spend the encounter in a degree of safety
calmly directing fire on the flank of the jerry attack on the
bluff. His section wasn't even fired on, though one of the
vickers crew was taken down by an mortar bomb fragment
On the bluff to the north things were not so calm!
Sergeant Hugh Marx also wisely deployed behind the bluff
"to command the two inch mortar". This clearly took a
lot of supervision as he remained there throughout the day
shouting words of encouragement to Corporal Oddy who
he ordered onto the front of the bluff. There Oddy and his
men bore the full weight of the German attack with heavy
and accurate fire from the outset. Without the limited
cover the rocks provided they would have been quickly
swept off, but Sergeant Marx's inspiring leadership and his
offer of astute tactical advice from the other side of the
hill kept them in the place and returning fire. As German
reinforcements arrived, so did the FOO who positioned
himself on the top of the bluff. Eventually however, Marx
was distracted by a question from the mortar teams and
Oddy took the opportunity to skedaddle with the remnants
of his team (3 men from the rifle team and 2 from the
Bren team were down). As they ran past the FOO decided
discretion was the better part of valour and joined them!
Marx was thus left to valiantly defend the bluff almost
singlehandedly. Seizing his Thompson he was just about
to sell his life dearly facing odds of at least 20 to one,
when the Jerries decided to withdraw. Lieutenant Walker
noting this valiant last stand has put Marx forward for
a decoration. Oddy was also fortunate in that his cowardly
rout will not be investigated any further though he has
been busted to Lance Corporal. Clearly he will need to
prove himself in the next firefight....

Intercepted from the New Zealanders.
At the outset of the battle, Lieutenant Python deployed
the Vickers MMG and Corporal Meades A Section on the
British centre and left flank, dug into the wadi. The
supporting 3inch Mortar was deployed slightly to the rear
on a small hill.
Early stages saw the enemy sneakily advancing to hide
behind a crop of hard cover hills just in front of the
Platoon’s position. Despite this the Vickers MMG took aim
and rained death and shock on the Jerries. Meantime Cpl
Meades section took pot shots with the Bren at the distant
Eytie Infantry section sensibly using the hard cover at
the edge of the table.
Sgt. McKay was despatched by Lt Python into the wadi
to stiffen the troops, jumping into the wadi with his battle
cry “ Here I am Laddie, Now I want a nice clean fight!”
and throwing a few boots up jackseys as well, with an order
to provide support to the other 2 sections, who were to take
up position in the wadi to the right of the MMG [B Section]
and at the far end of the wadi [C Section]. Sadly at this
juncture the MMG team took a casualty from the Eyties
lunching at the edge of the battlefield but continued to
hold their nerve and the position, inflicting further
shock on both the Jerry and Eytie sections. C Section
immediately took 3 casualties on deploying into the wadi,
with the Eyties deployed behind the Oasis and rocks,
laying a mighty amount of firepower into C Sections
position, but encouraged by Sgt McKay they held their
nerve.
Lance Corporal Godber on the Vickers MMG , warmly
encouraged by Sgt McKays words “Are you listening to me?
One: You do not stop pulling the trigger. Two: You obey all
the rules and understand this is not a debate!”and “Well,
good shooting. Godber continued to rake the Jerrys in the
rocks to the front, inflicting further casualties and shock
points. A Section with both Bren and Rifles opened up on
the Eyties sensibly using the hard cover at the edge of
the battlefield with little effect, slotting a few and
inflicting minimum damage.
Meantime only the Eyties lousy shooting stopped C
Section taking further casualties, as they placed a large
amount of aimed fire into C Sections position. Lt Pythons
arrival in the wadi saw a request for smoke go out to
Company HQ resulting in 2 luckily aimed and placed
shots landing smoke in front of the Eyties in front of C
Sections position, thereby obscuring C Section and forcing
the Eyties to vacate their position as a result of both the
smoke and C Sections fancy shooting.
A Section continued to lay down a desultory fire into the
Eyties opposite them with the MMG team doing the same
to the Jerry’s in front of them.

there was rumoured to be a third
british platoon in the vicinity of the
skirmish but nothing was seen or
heard from it so the following
report is to be treated with a high
degree of scepticism.

1st platoon, 3rd Battalion, North Essex Regiment
The platoon hid like cowards and were not called upon due to the dilatory nature of the Italians and foolhardy attacks by the
Germans.
The Vickers section must be commended for their role in repelling the brave Italian and German attacks. They maintained
constant fire whenever needed. Lance Corporal Tommy Watkins from the North Essex regiment played a key role on the
northern flank, his weapon was maintained in the highest order and his gun team never faltered.
Captain (acting) Surbiton
The Showdown at the
'Showaddywaddy' Wadi

a clearer understanding of the skirmish at
el pharrt can be taken from the following
reports from the axis commanders who were
bravely leading their troops from the front.

Otto Von Genschland couldn't
believe that Major Lederhosen
at division had allocated him as reserve platoon for the push in to no-mans land.
Although it was only the bumbling British in opposition surely even the Italians
on the left flank couldn't fail. Even if the italians took his chance of glory this
time, he put his feet up for a short nap and waited to hear of victory.
His peaceful slumber was interrupted by that rough peasant Wasserlechner
shouting at his squad to move up.
"Herr Leutnant, Herr Leutnant" grunted the Obergrefeiter, Major Lederhosen
has requested you deploy immediately, "the Italians have been pinned by heavy
machine gun fire on the left and comms with Leutnant Jurgens' has been cut off
by smoke". Damn that blotter-jotter Lederhosen, he's screwed it up again,
thought Von Genschland. They'll need a proper officer to lead the attack.
No sooner had he deployed ready to roll up the British right flank than Jurgens
and his second squad appeared out of the smoke with a look of desperation.
muttering about mortar fire and heavy mg fire from the flank. Time for glory
the Von Genschland way, he would sweep the enemy from the field and then on
to Cairo for an iron cross and fine wine.
"Sir, sir, Major Lederhosen on the radio, tactical withdrawal ordered".
The fool, he had the British just where he wanted them, next time, next time...
Tenente Stefano Villari reported…
Oberleutnant von Genschland ordered the Italians to hold the left flank and
to probe forward to their front. The brave Italian platoon found this impossible
against an opponent who was too well dug-in in a wadi that was not on any of their
maps. The Italians spent the afternoon in a long range MG duel. Tenente Stefano
Villari was hoping that his own MMG team would come forward to assist but the
orders became confused and the wrong team was sent forward.
Ist platoon 157th regiment mourns the loss of their talismanic Sergente Mario
'Fantastic' Griffo, his LMG team thought he had been hit by a stray round during the
duel with a British MMG hidden in the wadi. However, Mario had been feeling unwell
during the skirmish, when he was taken to the aid post, the doctor announced he had
actually died from the mushrooms that he had eaten for lunch! By popular consent
his twin brother Luigi will assume the command of the LMG section.
Tenant villari reported that the italians had otherwise only taken light casualties,
the loss for the british however had been severe, at least two tanks were left in
smoking ruins and an entire british battalion had been seen running from the field
leaving several hundred dead and wounded behind them.

Wehrmachtbericht from the Reichsministerium
für Volksaufklärung und Propaganda, (RMVP)
Armed forces report volume 1.
Planned withdrawal from the wadi at El PharrT.

